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Abstract: Transport pricing reform has effective impacts on providing transportation 
services. In this article we are examining the impacts on forwarding 
services in supply chains. Elements of the needed reform process are well 
known among scientists and researchers, but there is a permanent 
underreporting of results to shippers and politicians, thus the realisation of 
reform steps are facing serious barriers. Economic and environmental 
aspects always emphasise the importance of improving the existing pricing 
regimes towards a fair and efficient solution. Recognition of existing 
evidence always reveals dependencies between instruments and their 
impacts moreover support for the evaluation steps of the reform process 
and results gain a higher acceptance of reform among stakeholders. 
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1. Introduction 

The logistics industry is facing crucial challenges of raising demand, narrowing margins 
and societal calls to reduce pollution and infrastructure congestion. In fact, the 
transportation flows between companies and performance support are dissociated from 
the functions of production. The almost exponential increase of shipped goods between 
companies thus requires nowadays a global evaluation of the performance and the 
management of supply chains. 

Principles of sustainable transport and sustainable environment highlight serious 
problems of the current set of economic instruments, which are unable to solve these 
problems without any changes. Transport prices do not match full (internal and 
external) marginal costs, so we have too much congestion and environmental damage. A 
radical transformation is needed, where transport pricing reform will play a prominent 
role. Setting prices equal to marginal social costs would reduce the problems and 
finance the solutions.  

Adaptation of new pricing principles can give signals to the users of logistics supply 
chains including all kinds of infrastructure and service providers to link sources to 
destinations of transported goods in the system based selection of „best” ways. Besides, 
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the companies and service providers can no longer reject indefinitely the environmental 
costs on society and the new cost allocation principles have to be applied, which will, in 
all probability, lead to growing fiscal burdens in the following years. Nevertheless, 
higher costs are not definitely hindering market competition between the transport 
sectors; moreover they are supporting several social and economic objectives on a 
macro level. 

2. European context of road pricing 

The 1999/62/EC “Eurovignette” Directive amended by the 2006/38/EC Directive 
supports the pricing framework for heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) having a maximum 
permissible laden weight of not less than 12 tonnes by 2012, afterwards this will be 
extended to lower categories as well. It defines the method for calculating infrastructure 
costs on the Trans European Road Network and the principle for levying the tolls on 
such road network elements. The current revision of the Eurovignette Directive projects 
a forthcoming implementation of external cost charges in the road sector. 

The European Common Transport Policy gradually and slowly moves towards 
interurban road pricing based on distance charges covering the social marginal cost, 
applying the “user pays” and “polluter pays” principles. In Europe four states have 
already implemented mileage based interurban road tolling for HGVs: Switzerland, 
Austria, Germany and Czech Republic. Many others (Belgium, Hungary, Netherlands, 
Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, UK, Finland and Ireland) are investigating the 
possibilities. Urban road pricing has been implemented most recently in London and 
Stockholm with success. 

Overall objectives of road transport policy are parallel to the common principles, first of 
all in reaching a better efficiency in the whole transportation sector. These objectives 
are applying the “polluter pays” principle, shifting inefficient transport performances of 
the road sector to the rail network, and managing financial issues of road infrastructure 
development. The secondary objectives are slowing down the growth of road freight-
traffic, making better logistic operations, reducing the empty trip ratio and making 
better use of loading capacities using alternative transport modes [3]. Effective use of 
revenues earned by infrastructure tolling is a reasonable measure of the achievement of 
these objectives. 

When setting a national pricing policy in the road sector, the following criteria should 
be fulfilled [6]: 

• Highly differentiated tariffs – taking into account the differences of vehicle, 
infrastructure and time characteristics 

• Regulatory effects – in special cases where aspects of infrastructure operation or 
environment are significant, prices shall reflect these special circumstances to 
manage the traffic demand for such road elements 

• Vehicle category scope – we shall distinguish the vehicle categories because they 
use transport infrastructure with differing aims, by setting appropriate schedule 
plans for extending the existing pricing systems for other vehicle categories and of 
course basing it on social, economic and environmental considerations 
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• Road network scope – the pricing principles lead us to implement road pricing 
systems to the entire infrastructure network to reach balanced pricing burdens in 
different surface transport sectors and to support the spread of “co-modal” thinking 
in logistics 

• Common frames – the European integration process moves towards setting a 
common framework for network oriented sectors like transportation, i.e., 
interoperability and harmonisation of national infrastructure and road pricing 
systems for supporting the achievements of Acquis Communautaire 

Social and environmental aspects have been increasing in importance in the last decade, 
where the latest research results are already supporting the gradual improvement of 
marginal social cost based pricing regimes, therefore a realisation of transport pricing 
reform is expected in the short term. 

3. Existing evidence for effects and challenges of pricing reform on 
supply chains 

Practical experience and prior expectations highlight the effects of different pricing 
instruments on efficiency for the operation of supply chains, among them the effects of 
road pricing on the operation of forwarding services. Although a longer time period is 
required in order to evaluate the effects of pricing reforms, experience and existing 
research results are already available to define tendencies. First of all, we shall make 
clear distinctions between the interurban and the urban contexts. 

The European steps made towards mileage based interurban tolling system so far led to 
reasonable results on this issue. The responses of goods vehicle traffic to interurban 
pricing are likely to be slightly larger than at the urban level since transit traffic is much 
more typical in interurban transportation. Existing evidence shows that there is a direct 
interaction between choice of pricing instruments and realisation of principles on 
sustainability, although there is a longer term response available to the transport and 
distribution sector. For this reason the available model approaches [2] can improve the 
understanding of dependencies. 

Generally implementation of differentiating pricing systems result in the increasing 
efficiency of operation: better utilisation of vehicle capacities, capacity demand, 
environmentally oriented fleet investments, better management of logistics services, and 
reducing the average length of haul by reconfiguring distribution systems to rely less on 
long haul movements [7]. From a financial point of view such pricing systems have 
only marginal effects on the economy: in the year of implementation in Germany the 
end prices increased by 0,15%, and transportation prices increased by 5-7% [6]. 
Swedish [1] and Hungarian [5] expectations are a 6-10% increase of the forwarding 
prices when implementing a mileage based pricing system and the expected inflation 
effects are very close to the German evidence. 

Consequently – due to low price elasticity of demand for road transportation – shippers 
partly increase the service prices, but also provide more efficient services to compensate 
higher operation costs. This latter result is based on the tendency of the decreasing 
percentage of transportation costs in the overall operation cost of supply chains.  
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In an urban context the proportion of transit traffic is now quite small, particularly for 
larger HGVs, so that most of their movements within urban areas are either to pick up 
or to deliver goods in that area. Accordingly, the overall impact of urban road charging 
is likely to be smaller than in an interurban context. In many cases it would tend to 
require locational changes in economic activity patterns to lessen the volume of goods 
to be collected and delivered in the urban area. However, there will be a scope for some 
adjustments via mechanisms such as transit traffic rerouting to avoid the charged area, 
where a charging by area licence is used. Furthermore lightening the traffic burden in 
such areas can be supported by lessening the number of licences to be purchased. This 
allows for greater consolidation to enable larger loads and less empty running for those 
vehicles entering the charged area however this depends on the sector being serviced. 
There also may be a scope for reschedule movements to avoid the charged period [7]. 

The evidence from London shows that the first year for operation of cordon charges led 
to an 11% reduction for HGV or LGV entries of potentially chargeable movements. The 
statistics on vehicle kilometres driven within the charged area show that in the first year 
the HGV or LGV traffic reduced by 7% and 5% respectively (by the way passenger car 
performances reduced by 34%) in relation to the growing overall proportion of traffic to 
the vans. By 2006, when the charge had increased, all these percentages had reduced 
slightly further. These statistics illustrate the relatively limited scope for operators to 
reduce their level of goods vehicle activity within this charged area. [7] 

The short impact analysis of the related aspects of road infrastructure pricing reform on 
supply chains separated to interurban and urban areas is a warning signal that moderated 
pricing rates generally have only marginal impacts on the economic production and 
employment, but it could have positive impacts on environmental issues. The 
implementation of road pricing instruments has to be accompanied by tax reforms as 
well. As far as the overall financial burden of domestic shippers will not change 
significantly, the wished for modal shift in freight transport will not be come true.  

Transparency of changes has primary importance for making a clear framework for the 
long-term application of such instruments. Effects in peripheral countries can differ 
from these expectations, therefore specific analysis is needed in this case. Expected and 
so far experienced impacts on competition between land transport sectors are marginal: 
increasing road prices do not shift reasonably the transport performances to the rail 
service providers, because the pricing instrument is only one element in the set of 
quality services, other elements (e.g., providing door-to-door and JIT-based services) 
are dominant and needed in linking the demand and supply sides in the forwarding 
market. There is a comparative scope for the transfer some of the longer distance traffic 
on dense routes to rail or even to water shipping. Anyway, investigation of the state 
interventions for supporting intermodal transportation is due to the changes in the 
pricing regime and changes in the short term shall give positive answers to the problems 
of stakeholders at the micro-economic level [3]. 

All these investigations show the necessity of a system based composition, introduction 
and implementation of road transport pricing reform in the frame of consistent and 
properly scheduled application of hard and soft elements including policy packages. 
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4. Conclusions 

Transport policy package is an important tool to reach the primary social and 
environmental goals. One important measure of this is the pricing policy: calculation 
and allocation of costs on infrastructure users by setting infrastructure prices. Existing 
set of policies cannot reflect the changing requirements of economy, therefore an 
overall pricing reform is needed. 

Pricing reform aimed at reforming the whole pricing regime will create a more equal 
taxation towards the stakeholders of the domestic economic playing field, and better 
conditions in international competition. While reform steps mainly raise general 
expenses of service providers, experience shows there are several ways to enhance 
overall efficiency of forwarding services in supply chains. The marginal social cost 
based pricing method in itself does not influence the supply chains significantly for 
aiming at the “first best” solution from a social and economic point of view. To 
approach this we need to develop a consistent pricing reform policy package for Europe 
as well as for the globalised world. 

The main criteria for a successful reform process are the social and political 
acceptability and transparent operation. For this we need to follow a step-by-step 
approach in implementation to leave reasonable time to identify the impacts of simple 
changes already done. 

All developments financed by revenues from levying infrastructure prices must meet the 
criteria of efficiency, environmental impact and equity. These allocations shall be 
transparent, publicly reported, and subject to scrutiny, regulation and challenged by 
adequate political institutions. 

The harmonised use of advanced technologies and upgraded price regulation will trigger 
a paradigm shift to the “intelligent cargo” to consider co-modality aspects dominantly 
and will support the step-by-step application of the social marginal cost based pricing 
concept. The right motivation will connect all the players of cargo movements to each 
other, users will communicate to  logistic service providers, they will contact transport 
infrastructure managers and authorities to provide information services whenever 
required along the whole transport chain, enabling optimal and eco-friendly supply 
chain (virtual route) selection across transport modes. 
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